
 

 

 

To, 

Shri Prakash Javedakar Ji  

Hon’able  Minister of Information & Brodcasting  

Shastri Bhavan,  

R.P. Road , New Delhi 

(Through Proper Channel) 

 

Sub: Humble request for your kind intervention to withdraw the new staffing norms issued by 

Prasar Bharati vide OM/F. No. A-10011/NTP/2019-PPC dated 02.03.2021-reg. 

 

Respected Sir, 

With highest regards, I would like to draw your kind attention to an illogical OM issued by 

Prasar Bharati  F. No. A-10011/NTP/2019-PPC dated 02.03.2021 regarding modified staffing norms 

for subordinate engineering staff of AIR & DD. This OM aims at drastically reducing the existing staff 

strength of various subordinate engineering cadres deployed at the field stations of AIR and DD. The 

above-mentioned illegal & illogical OM dated 02.03.2021 envisages single-person shifts at HT 

installations in flagrant violation of safety measures contained in Indian Electricity Rules  and AIR/DD 

manuals which are sacrosanct concerning the functioning of AIR and DD installations. 

Sir, I am working as …………………………………. at ……………………………….It is utmost pertinent to 

mention here that the above mentioned order issued by PB is quite inhuman as it would certainly 

put the life of myself and other personnel at risk. The most of the DD HPT and AIR FM installations 

are situated either on hilltops or in remote areas, where putting single persons in shifts will certainly 

endanger their lives in case of electrical accidents. Further, uninterrupted transmission is the hall 

mark of AIR/DD services which would be severely affected by this unjustified new staffing norm and 

it may result in huge breakdowns. In addition, the implementation of above-mentioned OM will 

force the myself and other colleagues to work continuously without even availing any mandatory 

weekly off and other eligible leave as admissible which is in clear violation of rights granted to me as 

an employee of GOI. 

It is earnestly requested to kindly intervene to ensure the withdrawal of the above 

mentioned illegal and illogical OM dated 02.03.2021 issued by Prasar Bharati so that I may be able to 

discharge my duties and responsibilities with utmost devotion and without any fear regarding safety 

and security. 

                         Thanking you in anticipation. 

                            Yours Sincerely 

Date:- 

   

Name: 

Designation: 

Station :   

 



 

 

 

 

To, 

Shri Shashi Shekhar Vempati  

Chief Executive Officer, 

Prasar Bharati Secretariat,  

Copernicus Marg , New Delhi 

(Through Proper Channel) 

 

Sub: Humble request for your kind intervention to withdraw the new staffing norms issued by 

Prasar Bharati vide OM/F. No. A-10011/NTP/2019-PPC dated 02.03.2021-reg. 

Respected Sir, 

With highest regards, I would like to draw your kind attention to an illogical OM issued by 

Prasar Bharati  F. No. A-10011/NTP/2019-PPC dated 02.03.2021 regarding modified staffing norms 

for subordinate engineering staff of AIR & DD. This OM aims at drastically reducing the existing staff 

strength of various subordinate engineering cadres deployed at the field stations of AIR and DD. The 

above-mentioned illegal & illogical OM dated 02.03.2021 envisages single-person shifts at HT 

installations in flagrant violation of safety measures contained in Indian Electricity Rules  and AIR/DD 

manuals which are sacrosanct concerning the functioning of AIR and DD installations. 

Sir, I am working as ……………………………………at…………………………………….. It is utmost pertinent 

to mention here that the above mentioned order issued by PB is quite inhuman as it would certainly 

put the life of myself and other personnel at risk. The most of the DD HPT and AIR FM installations 

are situated either on hilltops or in remote areas, where putting single persons in shifts will certainly 

endanger their lives in case of electrical accidents. Further, uninterrupted transmission is the hall 

mark of AIR/DD services which would be severely affected by this unjustified new staffing norm and 

it may result in huge breakdowns. In addition, the implementation of above-mentioned OM will 

force the myself and other colleagues to work continuously without even availing any mandatory 

weekly off and other eligible leave as admissible which is in clear violation of rights granted to me as 

an employee of GOI. 

It is earnestly requested to kindly intervene to ensure the withdrawal of the above 

mentioned illegal and illogical OM dated 02.03.2021 issued by Prasar Bharati so that I may be able to 

discharge my duties and responsibilities with utmost devotion and without any fear regarding safety 

and security. 

                                  Thanking you in anticipation. 

                            Yours Sincerely 

         Date:- 

   

Name: 

Designation: 

Station :   

 


